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Since the precision of standard floating-point arithmetic [6] is finite, numerical pro-
grams based on it can suffer from rounding errors. To avoid such accuracy losses, code
writers must be careful by using floating-point numbers. Unfortunately, they can not
take care of every accuracy issues, even if they are floating-point experts. Neverthe-
less, several methods have been proposed to help developers to improve the accuracy
of their floating-point programs [2, 3, 5].
As the numerical accuracy, execution time is a critical matter for programs, espe-
cially in embedded systems where less execution time means less energy consumption
or better reactivity. Taking into account both accuracy and execution time simultane-
ously is a difficult problem because these two criteria do not cohabit well: improving
accuracy may be costly (execution-time improvement can impact accuracy as well).
Our proposed solution is to allow tradeoffs between accuracy and time [4].
We present the SyHD software developed to perform source-to-source transforma-
tion improving accuracy without impacting execution time too much. SyHD synthe-
sizes C source code for both accuracy and execution-time criteria. It uses compensation
for improving accuracy and transformation strategies for reducing the impact of this
improvement on execution time. The automatic compensation is provided by another
software, CoHD [8]. Compensated algorithms are efficient but difficult to implement,
so we automate this process with CoHD to benefit from a good execution time com-
pared to other methods. Experimental results show that our automatically transformed
programs have roughly the same accuracy and execution time than the existing com-
pensated ones when the latter exist. To improve execution time, we have implemented
several strategies of partial compensation. SyHD synthesizes a new program by auto-
matically analyzing a set of transformed programs implementing these strategies for
a given environment (defined by a target, some data, as well as some accuracy and
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execution-time constraints). Two kinds of transformation strategies are proposed: the
ones which compensate the floating-point computations that generate the largest errors,
and the ones which do loop transformations, such as loop fission [1].
We apply this approach to a significant set of examples, ranging from recursive
summation, to polynomial evaluations, to iterative refinement for linear system solving.
We successfully generate programs with accuracy and execution-time tradeoffs in a
reasonable amount of time [7].
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The following example illustrates the potential of our approach (results are auto-
matically obtained by CoHD and SyHD). The figure above presents the number of
significant bits when evaluating the polynomial p(x) = (x − 0.75)5(x − 1)11 with
the Horner’s scheme, where x ∈ [0.35, 0.45]. The leftmost part shows the result of
the original and transformed programs when no tradeoff is allowed. We recover the
full accuracy (53 bits for double precision) for approximately 300 cycles (more than
3 times better than an algorithm using double-double expansions). The rightmost part
shows same results when tradeoff between accuracy and execution time is required. By
sacrificing accuracy we can save here 50 more cycles for this polynomial evaluation.
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